Day 1: Arrival
Arrival at Varna Airport and transfer with deluxe coach to a hotel in the Black
Sea area.
Welcome dinner in restaurant Sirius Ship - a unique frigate from the 13th
century that has been turned into a specialized fish restaurant.

Day 2: Boat trip to the white town of Balchik
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Lunch in a Mussle`s Farm where the mussles are breaded in an ecological way.
Return back to the hotel by deluxe coach.
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After breakfast transfer to the Yacht port. A scenic boat trip along the coastline
take you to the picturesque, romantic little town of Balchik. The ship is identical
copy of the caravel of Christopher Columbus at the time he discovered the New
World. Blachik is famous for the largest and richest botanical garden on the
Balkans and the beautiful Palace of the Romanian queen Maria. Enjoy that
romantic place, have a walk in the Garden, have a sit in her stone throne, 'get
lost' in the labyrinth, walk 'The Bridge of the sighs' and then wish something - it
will become true!

Day 3: Nesebar`s Old Town
Depart to the ancient town of Nessebar. Walk through the Old town, part of the
UNESCO World Heritage list. It occupies a peninsula and it is famous for its
churches that are over 41, the oldest one dating back to the fifth century.
Wine tasting in Chateau Rubayaiat, paradise for all wine-connoisseurs, a
complex built in authentic Bulgarian style, which includes a wine cellar and
unique craft shops.
Return to Varna.
Farewell gala dinner in the ex-royal palace of Euxinovgrad built in the French
Louis XIII chateau style. It has been the summer residence of the Bulgarian
royal family and now days is hosting governmental delegations and special
events.
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Day 4: Departure
After breakfast some free time at leisure. Departure transfer to the airport.
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